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limits of human knowledge , his work is the in an outlying part of the city near the is well known. In his translation he made
inexhaustible source of new attempts to ancient Colonus , where Sophocles was born ; use of words and expressions belonging to
define the scope to which our human insight a district which twenty years ago lay quite the colloquial language , and thereby arous
is limited . As an analysis of the part which outside the life of the city . There the ed the indignation of the students at the
our intellectual processes play in defining stranger is at once surrounded by a horde University . They met at the University
our whole conception of phenomenal nature , of screaming and pushing hotel agents and building, and decided upon a demonstration
as an investigation of the dependence of all cabmen , through whose midst he has to to put a stop to the performance . In the
our knowledge of what we take to be the struggle, unless he resigns himself and his evening a large body of students paraded
external world upon the constitution of our belongings at once to the tender mercies of the streets, gathering the mob of the city in
own intelligence , Kant's theory at once ex some one of their number . This ordeal is , their train . The ordinary police could not
cites permanent admiration for its ingenu if anything, even more trying than the cope with the disorder , troops were ordered
ity , and provokes us to constantly renewed struggle with the boatmen who transfer the to the scene , and , before the disturbance
analyses of the logic of experience . passengers from the steamer to the quay ended , one man was killed . Compared with
The influence of such opinions and of the at the Peiræus. But the nature of the ordeal some of the riots that have broken out in
inquiries which they have provoked has also is the same. The cabmen are the brothers our American cities at various times , this
extended , however , far beyond the range of the boatmen , merely transferred to dry was amild affair , but it shows how strongly
of technical philosophy , and still extends. land . some of the Greeks feel about the language
Such methods of study inspire freedom of The city of Athens itself has grown in question . Undoubtedly the desire to em
opinion , keenness of critical self -examina twenty years to something like twice its barrass the Ralli ministry led some to en
tion , an effort to unite conflicting tenden former size , and general improvement has courage the spirit of disorder , and there
cies by highet syntheses , a disposition to be kept pace with growth . It is more European were also other motives at work ; but the
just to various sides of human nature , a than it used to be, and the number of fine fact remains that the trouble was osten
union of skepticism with reverence ; and buildings has increased greatly. The streets, sibly due to the production of the “ Ores
these tendencies , in our time , have received though still very dusty in summer and mud teia ." To an American , one of the un
application in many regions of activity | dy after rain , are cleaner than they once pleasant features of the whole affair was
which seem remote enough from philosophy. were , and there is a greater appearance of the alliance of the students with the mob .
Many profit by the spirit of Kant who know thrift , or perhaps one should say a less Our own students sometimes disgrace
little or nothing of his letter . His doctrine , general aspect of shiftlessness . In the themselves , but they do not invite the mob
as he stated it , will have henceforth few streets of the capital the national costume of the city to join in their processions
literal disciples ; but whenever and wher- is far less often seen than in earlier times, and help them to attain their ends .
ever the lovers of their kind are interested and even in the country one sees European

in the great task of teaching man how to clothing much more frequently than in for
of much more practical importance than

become , in a conscious and rational sense , mer days. It is said that the increase in the
the perennial language question is the
equally perennial Eastern Question . The

without anarchy and yet without fear , the population of Athens is due less to an influx
spiritual master of his own world , the mem of people from the country than to the in

Greeks seem to be firmly persuaded that
the disorders in Macedonia are not a genu

ory of Kant will be honored , his guidance creasing number of Greeks. from Egypt and
will be felt , and his personality will in other regions who have chosen Athens as ine

popular uprising , but are the work of
Bulgarians , who are , to be sure , for the

spire. their place of abode . At any rate , the vil
lages seem little less populous than for most part, inhabitants of Macedonia , but
merly, in spite of the comparatively large who are assisted

by Bulgarians from over
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the border with the purpose of making

number of emigrants to America in recent
Macedonia more and more Bulgarian by

ATHENS , January 15, 1904.
years .

terrorizing , driving away , and killing the
Returning to Greece after an absence of There is a marked difference in the lan Macedonians who are not of Bulgarian
twenty years one finds many changes . To guage

spoken in the streets . Evidently blood . This is, of course , intended mere
begin with , the place of landing is different. the

teaching of the schools is affecting the ly as a prelude to the ultimate annexation
Twenty years ago there was no Peloponne speech of the people . Now , as formerly , of Macedonia by Bulgaria . It is evidently
sian railway , and all travellers from Europe the spoken language differs materially from difficult to determine the racial affinities
came by sea to the Peiræus . Now almost the semi- classic written dialect , but even of the mixed population of Macedonia so
everybody lands at Patras , where passen in the spoken language ancient forms are as to assign to each race its proper nu
gers for Athens take the train . By this becoining established . The genitive case , merical position . The statistics given in
change the traveller both gains and loses . which was little used as a separate form , Greek newspapers make the Macedonian
Some time is saved , which may or may not except in pronouns, is now often heard in Greeks much more numerous than the sta
be important ; but the trip round the Pe the mouths of simple folk , and even the tistics given by most authorities ; but it
loponnesus by sea and the entrance into the dative case occasionally appears . So , too , is not necessary to accept their figures in
harbor at Peiræus are well worth the extra some ancient verb forms are more com order to understand the eager interest with
day's travel . On the other hand , the railway monly employed . Whether the result will which the Greeks follow events in Mace
from Patras to Athens offers some of the be a real improvement or the reverse, re donia . Even accepting the least favorable
most beautiful scenery in the world . From mains to be seen . For the present it looks statistics , one finds the number of Greeks
Patras to Corinth the road lies along the as if the development or deterioration of settled in Macedonia so great that the
southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth , and Greek into an analytic language were ar Greeks of the Kingdom of Greece cannot
cross the blue water one sees clearly the rested . Naturally enough the Greeks look look on with indifference while Bulgarian
sharply outlined mountains of Ætolia , back with veneration and longing to the influence is spreading , especially when it
Acarnania , Locris , Phocis , and Bæotia , classic period of Hellenic greatness , and spreads by fire and sword . There seems
among which Parnassus and Cithæron are the desire of many among them to restore to be no expectation that the acceptance
especially prominent. Soon after passing the ancient language , or, at least, to ap by the Porte of the Austro -Russian pro
Corinth , the train crosses the ship -canal proximate to it, is easily understood . So posals concerning Macedonia will prevent
that cuts the Isthmus , and skirts the shore far as the exclusion of Turkish and other renewed outrages in the spring , and what
of the Saronic Gulf , affording beautiful foreign words is concerned , the attempt to the end will be no one can foretell . Mean
views of the Peloponnesian mountains and purify the language is neither hopeless nor while , the Greek Government is urged to
the islands of Salamis and Ægina . The as unjustified , but it is doubtful if success can take care of its army , that it may make
pect of the Gulf is that of a mountain lake ; o

r

should attend the efforts o
f

those who a good showing when the time comes , for
but no mountains outside o

f

Greece are so are trying to store the forms o
r syntax the success o
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sharply outlined against so blue a sky or so o
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the ancient speech . would not only bring disaster upon the
beautiful in their violet purple color . Upon The language question is not always re Greeks now settled there , but would put a
n

closer acquaintance with the Greek moun garded a
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a matter merely for calm aca end to all hope o
f

the expansion o
f

the

tains , one finds them for the most part demic discussion . A few months ago the Kingdom o
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Greece toward the north . Uu

bare and gray ; but when seen from even a " Oresteia " o
f Æschylus was produced a
t fortunately , the necessary measures for

moderate distance they take o
n
a violet hue the Royal Theatre , in a translation and the improvement o
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quite unlike the color of the mountains of adaptation b
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